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PX ECO2S® Works
Smarter not Harder
Technology in Comfort Heating

A 1000W heater is always 1000W heater, right? Not always. Taking a forward-thinking approach to design,
with a concentration on energy conservation, the PX ECO2S wall heater was designed with smart controls to

automatically reduce the wattage output whenever possible to effectively heat a residential space with
the least amount of energy waste.

Elevate Your Space with 
PX ComfortCraft

Don't Settle for Basic
For over 30 years the original PAW multi-wattage heater by King has been the industry standard 

for electric wall heaters. That is until today. With a more sophisticated approach, 
PX ComfortCraft® takes all of the features of the original and elevates them.

Need Help Sizing a 
Fan Driven Heater to Your Space?

We Have a Simple Calculator That Can Help
Properly sizing an electric heater to your specific room size and type is an important step 

in optimizing comfort and reducing energy waste. A heater that is too large for the space will not heat the

space more quickly. Use this simple calculate the optimal heater size in watts per square foot for your space.

For Complete Product Line Visit Our Website
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Click Here for PX ECO2S® Printable Sell Sheet

Click Here for PX ComfortCraft Printable Sell Sheet

Click Here for Printable Product Comparison Matrix

Click Here for Printable Monthly Spotlight PDF
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PX ECO2S® Works
Smarter not Harder
Technology in Comfort Heating

A 1000W heater is always 1000W heater, right? Not always. Taking a forward-thinking approach to design,
with a concentration on energy conservation, the PX ECO2S wall heater was designed with smart controls to

automatically reduce the wattage output whenever possible to effectively heat a residential space with
the least amount of energy waste.

Elevate Your Space with
PX ComfortCraft

Don't Settle for Basic
For over 30 years the original PAW multi-wattage heater by King has been the industry standard 

for electric wall heaters. That is until today. With a more sophisticated approach, 
PX ComfortCraft® takes all of the features of the original and elevates them.

Need Help Sizing a 
Fan Driven Heater to Your Space?

We Have a Simple Calculator That Can Help
Properly sizing an electric heater to your specific room size and type is an important step 

in optimizing comfort and reducing energy waste. A heater that is too large for the space will not heat the

space more quickly. Use this simple calculate the optimal heater size in watts per square foot for your space.
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